I Create Tomorrow

The optimized and efficient
use of energy keeps the Earth
eco-friendly.
Technology convergence,
leads a truly smart worlds.

When things meet POSCO ICT,
they make the world more
abundant and blissful.
POSCO ICT creates a Smart Factory
by grafting IoT and BigData
on the traditional industries.
We make smart railways,
intelligent airports
and realize smart industry.

This is the ‘Smart Future’
that POSCO ICT dreams of.
I Create Tomorrow.

Business Area

The synergy of ICT DNA
and Industrial DNA
POSCO ICT provides a creative management environment which employees
communicate and collaborate beyond time and space. POSCO ICT also
implements a Smart Factory by grafting BigData and IoT.
We are making an effort to the business which makes the world cleaner
by providing renewable generation infrastructures, environmental facilities
and energy optimizing solution. We are also creating a Smart City solution
to provide integrated management of all incidents such as traffics, energy,
environment and crime prevention coming from the city.
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Smart IT

Beyond time and space,
our smart IT service enables
employees to work creatively.
The creative working
environment promises
maximum efficiency.
We are innovating the way how to work and making
a smart working environment by grafting new
technologies such as BigData, cloud computing.

Services

Smart ITO
POSCO ICT provides full coverage of IT services such as business
consulting, SW development, HW and network infra service, which have
been experienced on implementation and operation of global business
systems for decades. We implement and operate systems suitable for a
global standard; ERP, SCM, MES that are optimized based on customer
requirements.

Smart Infra
Customer’s data are safely managed and efficiently operated on the
basis of dedicated servers and network infra. We ensure the best IT infra
service with our experience in operating communication infra for global
top tier customers.

BigData
We process and analyze a bulk of data and provide our customer with
new business opportunities. The BigData analysis enables customers
to discover a new business pattern, to forecast future and to effectively
make decisions.

Smart Work Place
POSCO ICT supplies unified communicating and collaborating environment.
SWP is contributing to innovate working style and improve efficiency and
productivity by providing solutions like a mobile office, mail, knowledge
management, searching specialists and video conferencing.

Security
A total security service includes from consulting that diagnose security
risk in advance and establish counter plan in order to protect customer’s
data to implementing and operating of the system. We bring various
security solutions including information security control service designed
to prevent security infringement and customer information leak, container
security control service designed to improve the security of cargo based
on IoT technology.
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Cloud Data Center
24 hours /7 days service is provided. Infrastructure as a Service makes
customers use infrastructures as required and save cost. In addition, CDC is
a ‘Green Data Center’ which introduces an energy saving solution.
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Services

Smart Factory
It makes an intelligent factory
that you monitor at a glance and
comprehensively control the entire
process from order to shipping.

Facilities can communicate through IoT, operation data is automatically gathered and analyzed via BigData solution.
The analyzed information controls facilities without operators.

◎ Electric dust collection
◎ Desulfurization/

Denitrification

Environment
Management

Virtual
Factory

Equipment
Management

Production
Management

◎ Prediction of

equipment failure
◎ Extension of
equipment lifecycle

optimization

safety utilizing wearable

management of production
◎ Manufacturing optimization

based on analysis

◎ Real-time prediction of

Energy
Management

Quality
Management

irregularities in quality
◎ Maintaining quality by

controlling post processin

◎ Utilizing FEMS, ESS, etc.

◎ Management of worker

new equipment and to change
manufacturing conditions.

◎ Planning, integrated

◎ Production optimization

with respect to energy

◎ Simulation to install or add

Safety
Management

Logistics
Management

◎ Real-time logistic tracking
◎ Unmanned crane
◎ Warehouse X-ray solution

devices

IoT·BigData

Equipment Management
Stable operation is supported by utilizing and monitoring sensors
attached to key facilities of the factory in order to diagnose and predict
equipment faults in advance and take action accordingly.

Energy Management
Optimization of energy efficiency is achieved by monitoring and analyzing
energy usage of equipments in real time according to the operation
characteristics of the factory.

Logistics Management
Logistics tracking solution, which automatically processes all the steps
from sorting to delivery and warehousing, enhances the efficiency of
logistic process. In addition we offer unmanned cranes and X-ray solution
of warehouses.
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Production Management
Production efficiency and quality can be improved as the intelligent
system automatically determines the volume of production and monitors
the entire production process.

Safety Management
A safe working environment is provided as the workplace conditions such
as temperature, noise level and harmful gases are monitored in real time
and workers are immediately informed when a problem occurs.

Virtual Factory
A tool to simulate situations in virtual before setting up new process or
new equipment in the actual factory is provided in order to diagnose
problems and apply the modification of the factory design in advance.
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Smart Energy

We are opening a smart world
by improving and optimizing
energy efficiency.
POSCO ICT supports optimization by connecting
the entire energy circulation processes such as
generation/demand, transmission/distribution,
consumption, etc., to the One Value Chain.

Services

◎ Renewable energy generation:
◎ Build up generation infra such as photovoltaic, wind, biomass, etc.

Renewable Energy Generation Infra
POSCO ICT deals with various renewable energy such as photovoltaic and
wind. We are providing a total service required to power generation and it
is ranging from design, procurement, construction up to commissioning.
We are also supplying biomass energy infrastructure which generates
power in burning industrial waste.

◎ Optimization of supply-demand:
◎ Consulting , Design, establishment of MicroGrid, ESS,
◎ Power Demand Management and so on.
◎ Efficient use of energy:
◎ Optimized energy efficiency solution which is customized according
◎ to the environment of factory and building.

MicroGrid
Renewable
energy
generation

◎ MicroGrid
◎ ESS
◎ Power Demand
Management

Optimization
of demand/
supply

◎ Photovoltaic
◎ Wind
◎ Biomass

Efficient use
of energy

Total Energy Optimization
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MicroGrid can be composed independently on islands or industrial
complexes by integration of renewable generators and Energy Storage
System. Extending micro grid, Connected Community Grid can be
implemented.

◎ FEMS
◎ BEMS

Energy Storage System
Energy cost is saved by storing power produced in the period of lower load
and the ESS discharge the stored power in the period of peak load.
In addition, ESS can secure a stable power supply in cooperating with
renewable generators and regulating frequency.

EV Charging Infra
A turn key solution is including from EV Charging infra to a platform of all
the associated services. As the first private player in Korea, we collaborate
with various EV makers and supply charging infra to customers such as
large-sized malls, movie theaters and parking facilities. In addition, we
deliver services which check the charging status in real time and inform
drivers of the available charging amount and vehicle operation condition.

Energy Management System
EMS is the system optimizing energy consumption by monitoring the
power use of business sites such as factories and buildings consuming a
lot of energy in real time. In addition, EMS supports operation in smart by
diagnosing, analyzing how to use energy according to each facility and
providing optimized guide.

Power Demand Management
POSCO ICT analyzes energy use pattern of companies requiring large
amount of energy and estimates the contract amount of utility fee.
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Services

Environment

With eco-friendly technology, various pollutants in the air, water and waste are safely disposed so that can prevent secondary
pollution and maintain a clean environment.

Eco-friendly business spreads
a ‘Green Tomorrow’.
We dream of the cleaner and
clearer world.

Industrial
Sites

Smog

MPS, Hi-Plasma

Wastewater

Water Treatment

Industrial Waste

Waste Recycling

Desulfurization / Denitrification (Hi-Plasma)

Micro Pulse System
MPS is an equipment designed to improve air environment by eliminating
micro dust using the static electricity coming from MPS high voltage.

Dusts

Clean
Environment

Hi-Plasma is an equipment designed to remove harmful substances
such as sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides using the low-temperature plasma
method.
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through
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Dust
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Improvement
of removal
reaction

Waste Recycling

Water Treatment
A next-generation water treatment system converged with IT technology
produces high-quality water resource and disposes sewer and waste
water safely.

We build up and operate a waste recycling equipment producing RDF(Refuse
Derived Fuel)/SRF(Solid Recovered Fuel) made from food garbage and living
waste.

Purification

Water
Treatment

Management of water
pipe network
Disposal of sewage/
Waste water
Management of sewer
pipe network
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Mechanical
previous
treatment

Waste
SRF fuel

(sorting/
selection)

Combined
power plant
(dedicated boiler+
steam turbine)

SRF power
generation
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Smart City

Bringing a smart change to
maximize the convenience of city
management and urban living!
POSCO ICT builds eco-friendly,
forward-looking cities.
We utilize green technologies and cutting-edge smart
technologies designed to control excessive energy
use and carbon dioxide emissions of entire cities,
and build eco-friendly, forward-looking cities that
can optimize the management of buildings and other
urban facilities, traffic, environment, energy use, crime
prevention, and disaster prevention in an integrated
manner.

Services

Solutions

System Development and Design

Environment/Energy

City development consulting, master plan designing, and model proposals.

Smart City Construction
Development and operation of systems to serve citizens in the areas
of energy use, environment, crime and fire prevention, and traffic; and
development and operation of systems for efficient city management,
such as facility monitoring.

Establishment and Operation of
an Integrated Management Center
Establishment and operation of an urban management center that monitors
every corner of the city and responds to situations in real time.
Building Management

Safety/Fire prevention

◎ Office buildings  

◎ Crime prevention

◎ Residential buildings  

◎ Facilities

◎ Commercial facilities

◎ Streetlights
◎ Landscapes

Technologies forming the basis
of a Smart City

Building
Management

Safety/Fire
Prevention

Traffic

◎ Roads

Environmnent/
Energy

◎ Water

◎ Traffic signaling system

◎ Waste

◎ Public transportation
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Environmnent/
Energy

◎ Vehicles
◎ Traffic information

Traffic
We offer updated traffic information and services to improve efficiency
in traffic management, traffic safety, and traffic flow. We ensure
smooth traffic flow by providing traffic light operation systems based on
traffic volume data for different time periods and offer forward-looking
solutions such as vehicle emissions sensing and the imposition
of congestion charges.

Safety/Disaster Prevention
We provide crime and disaster prevention services to major urban
facilities by installing advanced security systems such as intelligent
video monitoring devices. Such services contribute to the prevention of
terrorism, trespassing, and fire and ensure citizen safety by helping to
instantly take action should such threats occur.

Infrastructure
We formulate strategies to develop infrastructure of a city and build Smart
City infrastructure. Our smart grid technology boosts energy efficiency
and our environmentally responsible energy management serviceworks to
create an eco-friendly city.
References Strategic development/detail design/construction of u-City
in Nex Polis in Chungju
Doan District in Daejeon, Segyo District in Osan, Inno Hub City of
Jinju in Gyeongnam, Strategic development/enforcement design of
u-City in Sosabeol in Pyeongtaek, u-City in Gyeongju, strategic
development for JDC Smart Healthcare Town

Specific Spaces
We create strategies to develop specific spaces such as buildings, streets,
parks, and squares and offer construction services. Our services include
services to realize a smart building, including smart IBS, the integrated
control service, and the parking management service, as well as basic crime
prevention and communications services applied to major streets and parks.
References Landscape lighting for EXPO Yeosu Korea, intelligent CCTV, 		
u-Cultural Space, Gyeongju, skywalk and zip-wire in Jeongseon,
Beijing POSCO Center

Residential and Commercial Complexes

Energy technology management
Traffic

We build cities of tomorrow by applying energy efficient green equipment
to urban facilities and buildings. Our solutions are designed to provide
systems that turn daily waste into energy sources and utilize renewable
energy sources such as photovoltaic power and wind power,
while bolstering the energy efficiency in buildings and factories.

Services for urban spaces

◎ Energy

Building
We bring together different systems within the building to optimize
building management, achieve energy efficiency, and create the most
comfortable work environment. Our smart building system establishment
and operations services benefit building residents by forming the optimum
work environment and building owners by reducing management costs.

We establish strategies and provide construction services to develop
residential complexes, office complexes, commercial complexes, and mixeduse complexes. Our services are customized to cater to the individual needs
of each complex and aimed at adding value to complexes through features
like integrated LED landscape lighting.
References Strategic development and enforcement design for
u-City in the Second Technopark Complex in Pohang
Construction of u-infrastructure for Esiapolis in Daegu
Construction of u-infrastructure for An Khanh, Vietnam

◎ Renewable energy
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Airport

Railway, Airport, Traffic

We offer baggage handling services and communications infrastructure installation
and operation services for airports. We have made significant contributions to developing
Incheon International Airport into one of the world’s best airports by installing
and operating its world-class baggage handling system and expanding our services to
communications infrastructure.
Installation and operation of the baggage handling system

We provide stable operation services
for railways, airports and traffics.
Our expertise in traffic infrastructure
makes the world a better place.

We take pride in the world’s highest level of accuracy. On the basis of experience and knowhow obtained
from the successful establishment and stable operation of the system in passenger Terminals 1 and 2 of
Incheon Int’l Airport, we are trying to expand the business to airports all over the world.
Airport communications infrastructure operation services
We provide overall communications infrastructure operation services covering the flight information display
system and the immigration control system – key facilities in airport operations – as well as announcement
and satellite imagery equipment.

Services

Railway

We provide electric and machinery services and the follow-up services necessary for
railways. Our E&M and follow-up services, including signal, communication, electricity,
platform screen door, and automatic fare collection systems for subways, high-speed
railways, and light rail transit, contribute to stable railway operations.
Automatic control,
mechanical equipment

Machinery

KRTCS (SIL4),
ground/cab signal system,
control tower
Train radio, image
transmission,
destination display,
public address
equipment, digital
transmission system

Design

Signal
system

AFC

Railways

Communications

PRT
Platform
safety
facilities

Tracks

Psd structure, control unit
Simulation tool

Ballasted track,
concrete track, others

Electricity
E&M
SE/SI

Trains

Automatic entry gate and exit gate,
automatic ticket machine, automatic
adjustment machine, single-journey
ticket deposit refund machine

Q&M

Power transformation equipment,
electric car line equipment,
regenerated power storage
equipment, remote monitoring and
control equipment

Services
◎ Railway design and system engineering ◎ PRT (personal rapid transit)
◎ Power transmission and transformation, remote monitoring and control system, Catenary,

Third Rail system (NET new technology certification), power regeneration and storage devices

Traffic

We create smart traffic environments by applying cutting-edge IT and control technologies
to traffic infrastructure. Our state-of-the-art technologies bring advanced traffic systems
to life and ensure the efficient management of urban traffic, the timely supply of traffic
information, and the seamless operation of the Hi-Pass system.
Services
◎ Hi-Pass system for expressways ◎ Urban traffic management system ◎ Toll collection system (TCS)
◎ Imposition systems for congestion charges, environmental protection charges, and traffic violation penalties
◎ Bus Information System (BIS), Expressway Transportation Management System

References
◎ Hi-Pass and TCS for expressways nationwide, including the Gyeongbu Expressway
◎ The traffic management system for Zone 2-2 of the urban expressway in Seoul
◎ Pilot operation of the DSRC traffic system for the Gyeongbu Expressway and

the Yeongdong Expressway in the metropolitan area
◎ Suncheon-Gwangyang bus information system
◎ Wireless LAN system for expressways managed by Korea Expressway Corporation

◎ Railway signal system and wireless communication-based train control system (KRTCS)
◎ Automatic fare collection system (AFC), railway communication system, and platform screen door system (PSD)

References
◎ Seoul Rapid Transit line no. 9 (power transmission and transformation, electric car lines,
Domestic
		 signal system, communications system, AFC)
◎ Light rail transit between Busan and Gimhae (electric car lines, communications system)
◎ Light rail transit between Ui and Sinseol (power transmission and transformation, electric 		
		 car lines, communications system, AFC, tracks)
◎ High-speed railway between Dongdaegu and Ulsan (electric car lines)
◎ Seoul Metro line no. 2, Seoul Rapid Transit line no. 7, and Gwangju Rapid Transit line no. 1 (PSD)
◎ PSD for subway lines no. 1, 2, and 4 in Sao Paulo, Brazil
Overseas
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Corporate Culture

POSCO ICT is becoming a more
creative and beloved company.
We are practicing the principles for the well-being of communities,
ethical management, fair trading, and co-prosperity with a deep
commitment to sharing with the communities we serve. Our efforts
contribute to the creation of a business environment where
all stakeholders from customers to partner companies, shareholders,
and employees can thrive and prosper. We believe our practices to share
and return what we have received will inspire our customers, partner
companies, and employees to join in the movement toward a society of
positive thinking and trust. The more we thank and share, the greater
our happiness grows.

Shareholders

Customers

Management
centered
on the
well-being of
communities

Ethical
management

Fair trading

A deep sense of
gratitude and
commitment to
sharing

Employees

Coprosperitycentered
management

Partner
companies

Thanks

People

We strive to share our deep sense of gratitude
because gratitude grows when it is shared.
It is the beginning of a truly compassionate happy world.

With our best professionals,
We will devote ourselves for the best service.
With our customers,
We will accomplish much greater growth.

Passion and creativity are promoted and enhanced through the
sharing of gratefulness.
A positive person makes his/her life even happier and achieves high performance since he/she
is very creative and is likely to deal with stress effectively. In order to create a positive corporate
culture, POSCO ICT has put into practice the campaign of ‘writing a message of gratefulness
everyday.’

We nurture and practice a corporate culture of mutual trust and
positive attitude.
POSCO ICT is enhancing employees’ concentration on job performance and owner spirit and
strengthening competitiveness by practicing a corporate culture of mutual respect and positive
thinking. We are practicing a corporate culture as innovating the way how to work based on
mutual trust and positive mindset, and we all become happier through right thinking and
behavior.

Our strength lies in ‘Smart People’ equipped with positive
mindsets and creativity.
At the heart of POSCO ICT’s creativity, passion for excellence, and positive mindset lies
‘Smart People,’ a talented workforce fostered by POSCO ICT. The concept of
‘Smart People’ represents POSCO ICT’s tireless effort to cultivate specialists dedicated
to serving customers based on a challenging spirit. ‘Smart People’ are the driving force
behind POSCO ICT’s differentiated technologies and services.
Employees at POSCO ICT are knowledge workers equipped with creativity and a deep
sense of ownership, striving to achieve both personal and corporate success.
POSCO ICT’s ‘Smart People’ seek to be the best on the global stage and remain
committed to improving the lives of customers.

We make together the ‘Happy world’.
POSCO ICT globally communicate and cooperate in order to make the ‘Happy world’. Every
employee of POSCO ICT is participating the campaign ‘Sharing 1% of ours’ and practicing ‘Public
interest’ through various social contribution activities. In addition, we grow and success with all
stakeholders and establish ‘Coexistence’ culture.
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Ethic, Fair & Cooperation

Innovative Opportunities

We remain honest and upright.
We adhere to principles.
We grow and prosper with others.

To suggest a new value
proposition to customers,
POSCO ICT do not stop pursuing
new technology convergence.

Ethical management has been elevated to
‘Management focused on the community’s well-being’.
Upright values and positive mindsets of employees, in addition to advanced technologies,
are the cornerstone for a company to achieve sustainability. POSCO ICT, one of the first
companies to introduce ethical management in 2003, is now pushing forward with an
upgraded management model that can be represented by the keywords ‘Future’,
‘Public interest’, and ‘Co-prosperity’, which is the ‘Management focused on the community’s
well-being’. We aim to build a future where everyone becomes happier by more actively
interacting with different stakeholders and practicing management that falls in line with
the public interest.

We remain at the forefront of fair trading.
Our in-house compliance program helps us remain faithful to the Fair Trade Act.
The CEO’s determination and directions to adhere to fair trading are shared with our
employees and partner companies. We create and distribute a guidebook on compliance and
educate our employees on a regular basis. We also conduct internal audits and
take recurrence prevention measures to further ensure fair trading.

We provide customers with a new value proposition.
In order to create new value, we consistently move forward with the
development of new technologies that fully coincide with the ICT Mega Trend.
New synergy is created with the ‘Connect & Development’ strategy, that is to
cooperate with our partners in development as well as to operate internally
R&D organization.

Quality Management ensures customer satisfaction.
POSCO ICT operates organized quality management for maintaining and
improving our service quality. We are improving our core competency by
consistent training and rigorous quality management. We will suggest more
valuable propositions by the consistent quality management.

We work to achieve mutual growth based on trust.
We strive to grow with suppliers, customers, and other stakeholders. We help small suppliers
develop their technological competence; provide advice on legal and tax affairs,
corporate innovation, and other managerial issues; and offer financial aid through eased
payment conditions, support funds for partner companies, and benefit sharing.
We are building true interdependent relationships with our partners.
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Profile

Network

Posco Family

Shareholders
POSCO : 65.4%
General shareholders : 31.8%
POSTECH : 0.9%
Employee stock ownership : 1.7%
Treasury stock : 0.9%

Domestic
Head Office :
68 Hodong-ro, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Steel
POSCO, POSCO C&C, POSCO P&S, SNNC,
POSCO AST, POSCO TMC, POS-HIMETAL

Financial statement
Capital : 76 billion won

Pangyo Smart Center :
255 Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
POSCO Center :
440 Teheranro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Gwangyang Office: 20 Taein 4-gil, Gwangyang-si,
Jeollanam-do

Overseas Subsidiaries & Branches
POSCO ICT CHINA

E&C
POSCO E&C, POSCO A&C,
POSCO ENGINEERING
Trading
DAEWOO INTERNATIONAL
Energy
POSCO ENERGY, POSCO GREEN GAS TECH

POSCO ICT INDONESIA
POSCO ICT BRIZIL
POSCO ICT VIETNAM

Materials and chemicals
POSCO CHEMTEC, POSCO M-TECH, PNR, POSCO ESM
Support
POSMATE, POSCO TERMINAL, eNtoB,
POSRI, POSCO CAPITAL,
POSCO HUMANS, POSCO GROUP UNIVERSITY

We strive to bring
the Smart Future
into reality.

We believe today’s hard work will come to fruition
tomorrow and strive to bring the Smart Future into reality.
We continue to develop value-creating technologies
and reach out to the communities we serve
to make a better world.
POSCO ICT aims to build a brighter and happier future.
We seek to make positive contributions to
the improvement of everyone’s life.
The Smart Future we envision and create
is designed to promote the well-being of all people.
We believe the foundation of trust with our customers is
the cornerstone of the Smart Future.
We will continue to reinforce the bonds with our customers
in our march forward.
I Create Tomorrow.

